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March 2020.  The COVID-19 virus spread is taking threatening proportions and internationalising  

Week 1 of March2020:  Governments all over Europe take measures, mostly of ‘we strongly advice’ nature. 

March 11th, the WHO declares COVID-19 a pandemic 

Week 2 of March2020: Governments all over the World take measures, mostly of ‘we impose’ nature.  

Individuals, families, communities and nations start a massive Change Journey.   

Friday 13th of March: the Belgian Authorities ‘address’ and ‘adapt’ for a first time. (see blogpost nr2) 

Week 3 of March2020:  Thursday 18th of March: Belgian Authorities ‘address’ and ‘adapt’ a second time. 

Friday 20th of March: Belgium implements a ‘light’  borders’ closing. 

 

 

 

Blogpost #4:  in this blogpost I want to help the reader get sensitive about things that could set back 

the positive management of disruptive change. What I nickname the ‘Change dragons’. 

 

 

CORONA : CHANGE IN DISRUPTIVE TIMES 
SERIES OF BLOGPOSTS ON CHANGE MANAGEMENT 

BLOGPOST 4 – MARCH 23rd (Tzero+ 10 days) 
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Someone once said:  “In the end all change is behavioral”.  I don’t think this is completely true but it shows the 

emphasis. For disruptive changes like this one don’t evolve in a linear fashion.  The spreading can change, the 

travelling patterns can change. The adherence to requirements change. 

And also, relapses can happen. Infighting can happen.  

This is not a fun blog to read.  But it is real.  I have seen most in Change: the great and the good, but also the 

bad and the ugly. The virtuous and the vicious. The compassionate and the cynical. “Niets is des mensen 

vreemd”. (People are capable of everything, both the best and the worst).  

I was there, in 1987 and 1988 when HIV was still AIDS and people where dying within 6 to 12 weeks.  I was 

there, working on a site in Aalst, Belgium when patients were trying to climb over the fences to break in 

because word got out that a very limited stock was kept in a vault on the premises. (at that time a commission 

of experts advising the government had to review patient files every month to see who would be eligible for 

treatment and who not. For there was medication for no more than circa 10 patients a month.  With the 

extremely limited supplies it must have been an extreme responsibility. I was there at the AIDS Conference in 

San Francisco in 1990 when on the one hand advocacy group members and patients were storming the 

exhibition boots with little bags of allegedly infected blood and waving needles that again, as per their 

shouting allegedly were infected. Whilst at the same time other people with AIDS (it wasn’t called HIV yet) 

were hiding/hoarding AZT pills under the lid of their toilet for friends because they believed that once the 

doctor put you on AZT, then the only drug, you had started your ‘last mile’ of 6 to 8 weeks towards your 

death.  

So yes we are living a tidal wave of goodwill, care, solidarity and personal courage. All the better. Fantastic. I 

will let the media and the mandated persons compliment and stimulate those realizations.  I just want us all to 

be top best prepared for when the ups and downs will start. For in change, whilst all goes well, the change 

dragons, from babies to beast, abide their time on their mountains and in their caves.  A well prepared person 

is worth a dozen others.  

Please note that so far we have only looked at quadrant one (‘ADDRESS’) and quadrant two (‘ADAPT’) of the 

three clocks.  In the two remaining quadrants all is about going on the offensive and realizing positive, lasting 

change. So plenty of space to dig into that later.    

I will split the topic in 3 parts. This will make easier reading e.g. on smartphones or tablets. After the 3 pieces 

we’ll go back to the main backbone of the series, i.e. “The Three Clocks”. 

What to read about in the 3 blog pieces on change dragons? 

Piece 1:  

- What is it?  

- Why is it happening?  

Piece 2: 

- What is it?  (more details) 

- When is it happening?  

Piece 3: 
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- What is it? (examples)  

- How to lure/force/ get dragons back on their mountains or back in their caves?  

Please also note that these are not about Corona specifically.  Often dragons can be spotted in large 

restructurings, M&A’s, moving premises from one site to another, etc etc.  

 

What is it?  

Change monsters are behaviours  - individual or collective - that set back the progress to the post-change era. 

 “Change monsters are behaviours that set back  

the progress to the post-change era” 

 

They can be benign. For example having an attitude “I am thinking about me and myself 

first” or “I am keeping my head low for a while.” Or “I’m not taking any responsibilities 

anymore. I’m just thinking about sitting out the storm.”  (for example in a major corporate 

restructuring or a manufacturing/operations site downsizing. They can be benign and little. 

For example when they are only messing with a very few people’s head.  

They can be medium, such as  “Now it the time to be political, to be opportunistic”. Now it is 

“Chacun pour soi.” Now it is about “Taking what you can grab” (e.g. budgets). 

 

 

Some change dragons can be ugly and dangerous, such a cynicism, manipulation, 

betrayal, settling scores, discriminations, abuse, hate, tribalism, racism, 

(unfair/unwarranted) nationalism, etc.  When these come out they can wreck even the 

best intended leadship and teamship.  Hence there is value in being aware of them, 

noticing them, managing them. 

 

 

Why are these coming out?  

There are always specific reasons - e.g. one executive wanting to get even with another one - that call for the 

dragons to come down to the action plains.  Yet this is not the place to dwell on that.  Are there generic 

reasons why dragons exist at all?  IF they exist ;) …  

For myself I see 3 reasons. They are all three paradoxes.  (I like paradoxes. They provide more insights than 

paradigms  ).  The ones below I invented myself (áfter reading literature of course). So they are wholly mine 

and might as well be untrue or only exist in my head. ;)  
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Paradox 1:  “The Wish-versus-Will” paradox.   “ If you think changing others is difficult, try changing 

yourself.” (GGB quote) 

Paradox 2:  “The attraction inversion”.   “Change is scary before it is rewarding.” (GGB quote) 

Paradox 3:  “The sensitization paradox”.  “Change is difficult before it is easy.”(GGB quote) 

 

 

Paradox 1:  “The Wish-versus-Will” paradox.   “ If you think changing others is difficult, try changing 

yourself.” 

“People who say the most 

that change is wanted 

are often they who want others 

to do most of 

 the change.” 

 

One often observes a paradox between those in the team/unit/org with a wish for change and those with a 

will for change.  Those who ‘wish for change’, mean often that they wish others would change. Or they wish 

the change would affect only the others. 

And those with ‘will for change’, are often those who will work to change.  Including to change their own 

preferences, biases, actions, opinions, relations, habits etc. Often, they have already started addressing and 

adapting … 

Even companies and literature like Harvard Business Review who have been hailing the approach of disruptive 

change as some positive force in business have to recognise the ‘inversion’: there are always more people 

who wish something will change than persons who will change something towards that wish. 

We all know the cartoons. Right?  
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Wishing for others to change without willing to change yourself is of course is a fallacy. As The Summa (ref #1) 

have already stated in 2014  “If you think changing others is difficult, try changing yourself” (© Geri G. 

Brouwers).  So to me it is sometimes a mystery or a paradox when I meet people who can precisely tell how hard 

it is to sustain  a new diet, or maintain exercising, or quitting smoking or the glass of chardonnay habit, whilst 

telling me in painstaking details how they would like marketing or sales to change their ways of working ... 

bizarre. 

The paradox gets worse because it is clear that a boss who demands and achieves significant change from her 

co-workers will only face relapses is she refuses to change anything to her preferred habits herself. 

And because there are often gaps and lags between those who wish for change and those who will for 

change, lie herein opportunities for change dragons coming out… 

 

Paradox 2:  “the attraction inversion” 

Change is scary before it becomes rewarding. Even positive change. Going to live together with a new partner. 

Moving to Rome for you work. Buying your first car at 19y after years of saving. Getting cosmetic surgery.  

Never been nervous before a party? Before your first press conference? Before your first oral presentation at 

a major congress? However attractive the change is the ‘fulfilment’ and the ‘fear’ are ‘inversed. This is why I 

call it the attraction inversion.  

“Change is scary  

BEFORE 

it becomes rewarding.” 
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Take the metaphor of travelling to remote destinations.  Even for the most motivated ones, there is early 

apprehension on how other people will turn out to be. The day I met these guys (personal picture) it took a 

few seconds to get over and go say hello. And I am generally not a shy person.    

 

 

 

 

 

It is exactly the same thing when change happens in 

our private life (a daughter’s new boy-friend; new 

in-laws after the wedding) or in organised life.  

The ‘changed future’, however attractive, is always less certain than the ‘continued future’, however 

unattractive.  Changing others – however difficult – always looks more attractive than changing oneself. 

We feel more certain about how the others should change (behaviours) because we have developed a very 

clear picture in our mind about how they should behave (ideally). When we think about changing ourselves 

(our habits, rituals and default behaviours) we often feel uncertain about whether we still will be the same 

person enjoying the same things. 

“The ‘changed future’,  however attractive,  

often feels less certain 

 than the ‘continued future’, however unattractive.” 

 

And because change is scary before it is safe, uncertain before it is cool, lie herein opportunities for change 

dragons coming out… 

 

Paradox 3:  “the sensitization paradox” 

As pleasant as the pre-change and the post-change period might be, the transition period rarely is. Even for 

attractive, desired change. You, as a girl have been longing to engage in horse-riding. After years of pleading 

and begging, finally your parents have given in. How were your first 6-12 weeks? Easy or difficult?  You have 

been longing, craving almost for 10 years to become General Manager.  Now you are it since 6 months. How 

were your first 12 weeks of ‘desired change’?  

 

“Change is difficult 

BEFORE 

it becomes easy.” 
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In periods of continuity change is often exciting and stimulating. Because it often is incremental to our 

competence zone or comfort zone. Early wins, low hanging fruit, etc are rather near-by than far-and-away.  

Increased stimuli lead to increased sensitization to the growing situation. Positive reinforcement of successful 

change behaviours happen soon.  

 

 

Source : https://www.linkedin.com/pulse 

 

In situation where change ‘befalls’ the team (or us personally), sensitization to the new reality (i.e. to change) 

seems slow if not inversed. 

( Sensitization is a non-associative learning process in which repeated administration of a stimulus results in the 

progressive amplification of a response: Wikipedia)  

Change tends to be difficult before it becomes easy.  Even more, often in unwanted/uncontrolled change, 

things tend to go worse before they get better.  So rather than feeling stimulated by the change and then 

maybe falling back, often people will find it initially difficult to feel stimulated by the requested change. (and 

then later feeling better and better about it). Failing to account for this inversion/paradox is a leadship 

mistake.  You have to help others more with the first few stairs than with the rest of the stairs (see cartoon). 

And because change is difficult before it becomes default, hard before it becomes happy, lie herein 

opportunities for change dragons coming out… 

 

What then happens when the dragons come out? … 

Figure 2:  the new way, however attractive often feels 

more like step by step, whereas sliding back in the old 

ways seems so convenient, comfortable.   

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Learning
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stimulation
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Classical manifestations that will create setbacks for the desired change (during the change) or relapsing (after 

change gains)  

- First 100 days frenzies (“iedereen doet maar op…”); manic behaviors;  (often due to no orders; lack of 

clarity; chaotic leadership/management)  

- Emotional roller coasters; terrible mood swings; 

- Financial blockades. Embargoes. Power plays. 

- Hoarding (information, access, goods, …) 

- Secretism = excessive, counterproductive secret keeping  (hiding information but also secret parties, 

restaurants working from hidden places, …) 

- “Chacun pour soi” syndrome; selfishness; egoism;  

- Only doing the minimum; stopping to care (“If it’s like that I don’t care anymore…”) 

- Shuffling papers instead of doing real work; wanting to be in all meetings to be aware of all things 

instead of doing real work, procrastination; inertia; feelings of numbness;  

- Zombie behaviour (not being able to listen anymore, not caring, not being compassionate towards 

others, etc)  

- Absenteeism (physical or mental i.e. being at work but not working)  

- Hypocrisy (saying one thing, doing another thing). Double crossing. Betrayal. Changing camps multiple 

times. Betting on two horses. Leaking information. Claiming successes one had no part in. 

- Fake blaming (I can’t get my targets because of Corona / I shouldn’t get a ‘below expectation – it’s all 

the fault of Corona; … ) 

- Free-riding; profiteering. Exploiting the absence of controls in the midst of hectic times. Crooked 

behaviours. 

- Gossiping. Blackening others. Vilifying others or other groups/communities/interest groups. 

- Aggression (as we saw in shops)  

- Nostalgism (excessive, counter-productive nostalgia that all was better in previous times…) 
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- Stop & go phenomena (a bit like manic-depression but then when it comes to day to day operations; 

both organisational and individual e.g. one week working like a hero, the next week not knowing well 

what to do) 

 

 

You might think that in this specific case of Corona – a true threat to mankind - we will not see any of the 

classical dragons. Not big ones, not frequently. For society is really mobilised, no? For we all support solidarity, 

no? For we all want this to end asap, no.   

“Awareness is a pre-condition to action.”  Better to be prepared than to be naïve. How about the following 

occasions witnessed in the only 3 weeks since the world took this top serious:  

- a lab in Belgian hiding chemical ingredients for 

testing 

- nations wanting to hold vaccines for themselves (i.e. 

their whole population comes before say medical 

professionals in the front-line in different countries) 

- construction working still repairing things in homes 

of infected persons and then going to the next 

client’s home without any precautions taken  

- governments not releasing information (in time)  

- famous people getting access to tests in a way that 

regular folks can’t  

- political parties not coming to an overall ‘coalition of the willing’ for the sake of party positioning (e.g. 

for upcoming elections or the threat of elections) 

- political agents aiming to use ‘catastrophe funding’ to promote their agenda (rewarding the already 

strong, resilient, rich more that the exposed, lesser off people) 

- countries closing suddenly their border also for cargo without giving notice to neighbouring countries 

- countries, organisation, individuals hoarding mouth masks even when there is a shortage for health 

care professionals 

- people hoarding food an toilet paper whilst those in the frontline find the shelves empty when they 

come late in the evening after their shifts. 

- Integrations being put on hold which can put lots of people into a ‘vacuum’  

- People refusing to self-isolate (secretly or openly) 

- A UK cardiologist making  £2.5 million by selling more than 6,600 coronavirus test kits for £375 each 

to people who fear they have the illness.  

- People still having parties in closed restaurants.  

- Businesses across the world engaging in a lobbying frenzy to be part of financial governmental rescue 

packages even before the packages for individual people in need have been approved.  

- US Top Officials saying that some areas must wait for masks and ventilators. Now that is going to lure 

some dragons to want to leave their caves… 
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Of course, pragmatic people as we are in surrealistic yet smart little pretty Belgium (as per the song “Where 

are you from… I’m from Belgium, pretty pretty Belgium …”) this won’t happen in Belgium…  

 

Then please read the next blog, this Wednesday.   

In the meantime help each other. For these things apply to us all 

- We wish more for change that we will for change 

- Change is scary before it is rewarding 

- Change is difficult before it gets easy. 

 

And for those of you who feel inspired to take charge: respect!!  For these are times for leadship, loads of it!  

 

 

 

SIDE BOX: LEADERSHIP OR LEADSHIP – THE PROOF AND THE PUDDING. 

It is without any delight or schadenfreude that I observe here that the mantra of my first book on 

Leadship holds true: “Leadship matters more than Leadership.”  (see book ‘The Summa; On 

Leadship; 2014).  

Purely banking on quality of Leadership – the successful following of high powered, mandated 

leaders -  which is what we have done áfter the hunters/gatherers and the agriculture 

communities era ended and onwards from the pharaohs and the Romans till now, is not enough. 

It is not enough in times of crises and not adequate in times of open borders and hyper 

connectivity. It is not a successful single mantra for the 21st and other following centuries. 

What we need is to spread leadship. Leadship as in behaviours than anybody and everybody can 

practice and manifest.  

A critical journalist of the FT wrote 3 day ago: two things are equally scarce in the UK: Toilet 

paper and leadership. A critical journalist of the NY Times wrote on Thursday: If we all, the people 

don’t watch closely Trump will you the 1 tn US$ package to rewards those who have supported 

him and punish those who have challenged him.  

In the mean time we can witness from the pudding and the proof. Everywhere when single 

individuals practice leading behaviours success is growing. Large families staying strictly at home 

despite the strains it put on them. Nurses, inventors, bus drivers who step forward to say: “ I will 

take this on. You can count on me.” Colleagues who stay calm and steady. Who urge their peers 

into refraining from unnecessary digital circulation/gatherings as in too many mails ‘To all’ Or who 

coach their colleagues into not hanging in too long during video calls where an off-line phone call 

would have done. Project teams who spontaneously recommend upwards new objectives and 

priorities so that they can better ‘focus on what they do control’... 
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Enjoy reflecting. Enjoy contributing. Geri.  

Geri G. Brouwers  

bro@meta-meta-be | 0032-476-43.30.31 
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For other text on Leadship, Teamship, Change and Trust, please consult  

 The publication website www.zius.net 

 My LinkedIn page containing several more brief yet illustrated blogposts https://www.linkedin.com/in/geri-

brouwers-meta-zius/  
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